Take your BEYBLADE BURST™ knowledge to the next level by matching your BEYBLADE BURST™ components with their full names. Reference the codes on pack to use the guide below.

**ENERGY LAYER™**

The ENERGY LAYER™ represents an ancient fighting spirit and acts as the main point of contact between two tops in combat. Each ENERGY LAYER™ affects how the BEYBLADE BURST™ top engages with an opponent when they collide in battle.

**FORGE DISC™**

The FORGE DISC™ is a die-cast metal ring that sits between the ENERGY LAYER™ and PERFORMANCE TIP™. Each disc varies in weight and shape to affect the center of gravity and weight of the top, causing different reactions in battle.

**PERFORMANCE TIP™**

The PERFORMANCE TIP™ serves as the base of every BEYBLADE BURST™ top and influences how your BEYBLADE BURST™ top roams around the BEYBLADE BURST Beystadium™.

---

**Available Fall 2017 in the U.S. and Canada only. Check your local markets for availability outside these territories.**